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Figure: Final McDonald BoomBox product distributed for a one-time special promotion at Woodbine Beach in               

Toronto on July 28th, 2017. 

 

 

 

Figure: From the promotional video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3g8UWUYIKDs. The final          

prototype design and corresponding data. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3g8UWUYIKDs


 

 

Our Results 

 

 
Figure 1: Experimental setup. 

 

 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine if it were possible to increase the               

sound pressure level (SPL) produced from a smartphone that is placed inside the             

McDonald's BoomBox. Several aspects of the McDonald's BoomBox were examined to           

determine if further improvements could be achieved with minimal modifications. Several           

different prototypes were designed and experiments were conducted in which sound           

pressure levels were measured and recorded for each prototype.  

For each prototype, we took measurements 15 cm away from the horn that             

encapsulated the phone speaker along the central axis. The experimental setup is depicted             

in Figure 1. The models which gave the best results will be looked at in detail - the other                   

designs and corresponding experimental results along with photos are included in Appendix            

B for the reader’s convenience.  

There are two designs we will present here. These designs are also included in              

Appendix B but here they will be renamed for ease of discussion (see footnote). One               1

model, which will referred to as Model 1, is an alternative design where one of the horns is                  

1  Design 2 and Design 5 from Appendix B correspond to Model 2 and Model 1, respectively. 



 

removed and a resonating chamber is replaced on the apex. The second model, which will               

be called Model 2, has minimal modifications while preserving the existing structure of the              

McDonald's BoomBox. Model 1 and Model 2 are depicted in the left and right plots of                

Figure 2, respectively. 

In Table 1, we summarize the obtained SPLs. The measurements were made using             

Aladdin’s “Friend Like Me” played on an iPhone 5s. Our models were then compared to the                

original McDonald's BoomBox and when no prototype was inserted over the tray, i.e., when              

the phone was placed on top of the drink tray itself. The actual sound pressure               

measurements are shown in Figure 3. The output SPL improvement for each model is then               

summarized in Table 2. 

 

   
Figure 2: A photo of Model 1 (left) and Model 2 (right). 

 

 

 Max. SPL (dB) Average SPL (dB) Min SPL (dB) 

When no prototype is used 73.1 dB 63.4 dB 48.5 dB 

When the BoomBox is used 78.2 dB 68.7 dB 48.7 dB 

When model 1 is used 78.6 dB 69.2 dB 48.9 dB 

When model 2 is used 80.2 dB 71.9 dB 49.5 dB  

Table 1: Summary of maximum, minimum and average SPL measured 15 cm from the speaker along the                  

central axis. Measurements were taken while the phone stood on the drink tray by itself (left), when the phone                   

was inserted in the McDonald's BoomBox (center-left), when the phone was inserted into the Model 1                

prototype (center-right), and when the phone was inserted  into the Model 2 prototype (right). 

 

 



 

 
Figure 3: Results of measuring the SPL 15 cm from the speaker along the central axis. Measurements were                  

taken where the phone stood on the drink tray by itself (left), when the phone was inserted in the McDonald's                    

BoomBox (center-left), when the phone was inserted into the Model 1 prototype (center-right), and when the                

phone was inserted  into the Model 2 prototype (right). 

 

 

From Table 2, we notice that Model 1 does not show a significant improvement over               

the McDonald's BoomBox, whereas the Model 2 design further improves the average SPL             

output of the McDonald's BoomBox by a factor of 1.604. The reason we are presenting               

Model 1 is because it does improve the sound quality or fidelity. This can be seen in Figure                  2

4 be examining the spectrograms produced from playing Aladdin’s “Friend Like Me”. The             3

McDonald's BoomBox, Model 1 and Model 2 spectrograms all show improvement over the             

spectrogram produced with only the phone is placed on the drink tray.  

 

 

 Max SPL Difference 
(dB) 

Average SPL Difference 
(dB) 

Min SPL Difference 
(dB) 

BoomBox  5.1 dB 5.3 dB 0.2 dB 

Model 1  5.5 dB 5.8 dB 0.4 dB 

Model 2  7.1 dB 8.5 dB 1.0 dB  

Table 2: SPL difference between a specified McDonald's BoomBox model compared to phone standing on the                

drink tray by itself . 
 

 

2  In addition, if a more precise resonating chamber was constructed with spherical symmetry, we hypothesize 
the SPL would further increase. However, we will wait to hear the client's thoughts on this. 
 
3  A spectrogram is a type of graph that represents the frequency spectrum of sound as it varies 
through time. The colours illustrate the SPLs of the various frequencies. 



 

  
Figure 4: Results of recording the spectrogram where the microphone was 15 cm from the speaker along the                  

central axis. Measurements were taken where the phone stood on the drink tray by itself (top-left), when the                  

phone was inserted in the McDonald's BoomBox (top-right), when the phone was inserted into the Model 1                 

prototype (bottom-left), and when the phone was inserted  into the Model 2 prototype (bottom-right),. 

 

 

Compared to the spectrogram produced when the phone only is standing on the             

drink tray, the McDonald's BoomBox and Model 2 spectrograms for the first 30 seconds of               

the song displace similar acoustic characteristics. In particular, the harmonic spectra for            

frequency components up the 5000 Hz greatly increase in SPL. For Model 1, it appears that                

harmonic components up to 2000 Hz increase in SPL the most. This range corresponds to               

the musical components that stand out (or are perceived) the most for people.  

The spectral components greater than 2000 Hz (which are the musical components            

that richen the sound) also increase but the ‘frequency bands’ are more distinct.             

Acoustically, this means that the harmonic components are not all meshed or muffled (less              

reverberation) together but rather are more uniquely represented. In addition, the           



 

sound-to-noise ratio is lower implying there is less noise in the sound spectrum and the               

music will be more crisp.  

Therefore, if the goal of this investigation is to purely increase the SPL (i.e., the               

decibel reading) then we recommend using the Model 2 prototype. If the quality of sound               

with a smaller SPL increase is considered more commercially lucrative, we recommend using             

Model 1. In the next section, we will discuss how Model 1 and Model 2 were constructed                 4

and what modifications we made to the McDonald's BoomBox prototype.  

 

Construction and Considerations: 
Model 1 & Model 2 
 

The different prototype designs were derived from the original McDonald's          

BoomBox by creating a stencil using the provided design schematics. The stencil we used              

has been included in Appendix A to aid in the manufacturing process. The stencil was used                

to create various mock-ups to test several design modifications. This section only discusses             

the most successful designs - all other designs, including photographs of each, are included              

in Appendix B. 

 

The main aspects examined: 

1. Geometry: including the apex, i.e., bottom-centre of phone slot, the number of horns             

and their corresponding shape, i.e., number of creases or sides 

2. Materials: including plastics and metal foils, tapes and biodegradable laminate 

 

The Apex and Number of Horns: 
 

● The flaps where the phone is inserted are important to include in the design. If they                

are not included in the design, the average SPL decreases by approximately 0.6 dB -               

4  One idea we had to further commercialize and capitalize on this product is to make a few different 
models like collectables that slightly vary in length and thus optimize particular songs (e.g., the Rock 
McDonald's BoomBox, Pop McDonald's BoomBox, etc.). Most popular music songs follow a 
"vi–IV–I–V" chord progression, and each acoustic object or system (in the case, the horns of the 
McDonald's BoomBox) has specific resonant frequencies. This means that depending on the key of 
certain songs, the McDonald's BoomBox could be optimized for that particular class or genre.  



 

1.5 dB. We determined this by building a prototype where the flaps were not              

included. Adding an extra layer of foam where the phone is inserted potentially             

could further increase the SPL. However, it does not seem economical nor an             

environmentally friendly solution. An alternative that would still give some          

improvement will be using a specific material on the inner parts of the flap, which is                

discussed below.  

 

● Our investigation demonstrates that the apex is negatively affecting the SPL. In            

particular, the apex negatively influences the sound transmission from the BoomBox           

by 1 dB - 1.5 dB. We determined this by building a prototype where the apex is                 

depressed. However, instead of depressing the apex, we can counteract it by            

introducing a ‘tongue.’ Three main tongues were considered and are shown in Figure             

5. After being assembled, the tongue on the left was 22.0 cm in length (tongue 1),                

the tongue in the middle was 13.2 cm in length (tongue 2) and the tongue on the                 

right was  10.0 cm in length  (tongue 3).  

 

 

 
Figure 5: Tongue that sits on top of the apex where the length is 22.0 cm (left - tongue 1), 13.2 cm (middle -                        

tongue 2), and 10.0 cm (right - tongue 3) after the tongues are assembled.  
 

 

The second tongue (right photo of Figure 5) is superior and creates a crisper sound               

as well as a higher decibel level which is illustrated by examining the spectrograms in               

Figure 6. We included the second tongue in the construct of Model 2 and provide a                

corresponding stencil in Appendix B.  

 



 

 
Figure 6: Spectrogram results of considering the  McDonald's BoomBox with the two different tongues.  

 

 

● Since the second hexagonal horn in the McDonald's BoomBox is not acoustically            

beneficial to the SPL, we wanted to construct a model with a single horn coming out                

of an echo chamber to maximize the SPL by transmitting as much of the sound               

energy as possible. Therefore, the Model 1 prototype was constructed with a single             

dodecagon cone coming out of a spherical-like echo chamber. However, we were            

uncertain if this would be esthetically acceptable or not. We discuss the results             

below since its design gives better results than original prototype as mentioned            

above. The resonating chamber itself was constructed from the centerpiece of the            

drink tray . 5

 

 The Materials: 

 

● Cardboard dampens the sound propagating from the McDonald's BoomBox, due to           

its acoustic properties. Therefore, we obtained aluminum ducting tape from Rona           6

and applied a layer to the inside of our prototypes to determine how much of a                

difference a harder and more sound reflective surface could make to the SPL. Note,              

that we also included this material to the inner-side of the flaps where the phone is                

inserted to further reduce the sound leakage (this is an easy alternative instead of              

adding foam around the flaps where the phone is inserted). 
 

Our results indicate that metal tape increases the SPL on average by 1.5 dB - 3 dB.                 

However, such a material makes recycling the cardboard problematic and we           

wanted to find an environmental friendly solution. Possible biodegradable material          

5  Detailed construction description is available upon request. 
6  Here is the product on the Rona website http://www.rona.ca/en/aluminum-duct-tape 



 

exists, so perhaps this can be explored for next summer’s release of McDonald's             

BoomBox.  7

 

 

Model 2 Max. SPL (dB) Average SPL (dB) Min SPL (dB) 

Without aluminum foil tape 80.2 dB 69.2 dB 48.7 dB 

With aluminum foil tape 80.2 dB 71.9 dB 49.5 dB  

Table 3: SPL measurements from Model 2 where the aluminum duct tape is and is not included. 

 

 

After investigating the geometry and addition of a material with a more sound             

reflective surface, we carried out another experiment that was in a different room, but had               

the same setup as that depicted in Figure 1. Because we were recording the SPL in a                 

different environment we took measurements on the original prototype. In addition, we            

redid the measurements on the McDonald's BoomBox where the tongue was added, and             

where the tongue and reflective foil was added. The results are shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7: McDonalds prototype (with two hexagonal cones) where the plots depict measurement results for the                

original prototype (left); the original prototype where the apex is replaced with a tongue (middle); original                

prototype with the tongue and reflective tape (right).  

 

 

The Number of Sides on the Horn 

7  Biodegradable reflective film rolls were found at the following website, however, no statements 
whether it can be used with or near food is provided. We have contacted the supplier inquiring about 
this. The cost for the material is $2-3 per kilogram and can be purchased in bulk.  
https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/biodegradable-reflective-film-rolls_1085653118.html 



 

 

● The number of sides on the horn speaker is also important to consider. The rounder               

the horn is, the better it will transmit sound (this has been verified through              

numerical experiments that can be formally written up upon request ), especially if            8

the material being used is cardboard. Therefore, we doubled the number of creases             

for the speaker (i.e., from a hexagonal speaker (6-sided polygon face) to a             

dodecagon speaker (12-sided polygon face)) for both Model 1 and Model 2. 
 

Recommendation: 
 
Assuming the client would prefer to keep the general shape of the current McDonald's              

BoomBox prototype, the design we recommend is Model 2, which is constructed with             

metallic tape, where each speaker has 12 sides and a tongue is placed on the apex as                 

illustrated above in Figure 1. The overall improvement of Model 2 compared to the              

McDonald's BoomBox is summarized in Table 4. 
 

 

Improvement 
from phone only 

on tray 

McDonald's 
BoomBox 

Model 2 Additional dB from 
McDonald's 
BoomBox 

Quotient of Model 
2 and McDonald's 

BoomBox 

Max SPL (dB) 5.1 dB 7.1 dB 2 dB 1.392 

Average SPL (dB) 5.3 dB 8.5 dB 3.2 dB 1.604 

Min SPL (dB) 0.2 dB 1.0 dB  0.8 dB 5 dB 

Table 4: Summary of SPL improvement for the McDonald prototype and our recommended prototype. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8  These concepts are discussed in a paper I published entitled “A Two-Dimensional Study of Finite 
Amplitude Sound Waves in a Trumpet Using the Discontinuous Galerkin Method” published in J. 
Comp. Acous. 22 (2014). 



 

Appendix A: 

-Main Stencil for Prototype 

 

 

Top 

Bottom 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix B:  
-Shape of Main Designs Tested  
 
The first table below summaries the main prototype we considered and second table lists              
what the max, min and average SPL was for each prototype consider. Photos and brief               
description of each are provided below. 

Prototype 
Name 

Horn Details Appex Included  Reflective 
Tape  

Description 

Design 1 2 hexagonal 
cones 

yes 
 

no McDonald's prototype + 
extension 

Design 2 2 

dodecagon 

cones 

with tongue yes McDonald's prototype, double 
the creases, addition of tongue 
and reflective tape 

Design 3 2 hexagonal 
cones 

yes yes McDonald's prototype + 
reflective tape 

Design 4 2 hexagonal 
cones 

depressed to make 
another crease 

yes McDonald's prototype + 
reflective tape and depressed 
apex 

Design 5 1 hexagonal 

cone  

no yes 1 cone with sound chamber, 
vertical slit + reflective tape 

Design 6 1 hexagonal 

cone  

no no 1 cone with sound chamber, 
horizontal slit  

 

Prototype Name Max SPL (dB) Average SPL (dB) Min SPL (dB) 

Design 1 79.2 dB 69.0 dB 49.0 dB 

Design 2 (tongue 1) 78.4 dB  68.2 dB 47.3 dB  

Design 2 (tongue 2) 80.2 dB 71.9 dB  49.5 dB  

Design 3 82.0 dB 69.0 dB 48.7 dB 

Design 4 78.1 dB 68.8 dB 47.6 dB 

Design 5 78.6 dB 69.2dB 48.9 dB 

Design 6 78.8 dB 68.0 dB 48.6 dB 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design 1 ( <- Lef ) : McDonald's prototype with          

extended side (two hexagonal cones with apex       

in center) with the addition of reflective tape  

 

 

 

 

Design 2 ( Right -> ): Two dodecagon        

(12-sided polygon) horns with the apex      

depressed and the addition of a “tongue”       

(with and without reflective tape) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design 3 ( Right -> ): McDonald’s prototype        

with the addition of reflective tape  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design 4 ( <- Left ): McDonald’s prototype with         

addition of reflective tape and open flap at top 

 

 



 

 

 

Design 5 ( <- Left ) : A single hexagonal cone with            

resonator box with vertical slit and reflective tape 

 

Design 6 ( Right -> ): A single hexagonal         

cone with resonator box with horizontal      

slit and no reflective tape 

 

 

 

Final tongue stencil and photos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


